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Written for guitar players at all levels, this book teaches basic blues
accompaniments, easy lead patterns, moveable chords, characteristic blues
introductions and turnarounds and lead solos. Also a collection of classic blues
songs including: C.C. Rider * Kansas City * The Thrill Is Gone * I'm Sitting On
Top Of The World.
A comprehensive guide with instruction for playing jazz guitar.
(Guitar Method). The Hal Leonard Blues Guitar Method is your complete guide to
learning blues guitar. This book uses real blues songs no corny arrangments of
nursery rhymes here! (well, except "Mary Had a Little Lamb," but this is NOT the
version you learned in kindergarten!) to teach you the basics of rhythm and lead
blues guitar in the style of B.B. King, Stevie Ray Vaughan, Buddy Guy, Eric
Clapton, Muddy Waters, and many others. Lessons include: 12-bar blues;
chords, scales and licks; vibrato and string bending; riffs, turnarounds, and
boogie patterns; hammer-ons, pull-offs, and slides; standard notation and
tablature; and much more! Songs include: Boom Boom * Born Under a Bad Sign
* Double Trouble * Killing Floor * Sweet Home Chicago * You Shook Me * and
more. This great book also includes audio of over 70 tracks for demo and playPage 1/12
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along.
(Fretted). Play along with your favorite tunes from the Beatles, Elvis, Sting, The
Rolling Stones, James Taylor, and more! This collection can be used on its own
or as a supplement to the Hal Leonard Ukulele Method Book 2 or any other
beginning ukulele method. The songs are presented in order of difficulty, using
both standard notation and tablature. You can also strum and sing along using
the provided lyrics and ukulele chord diagrams. Songs include: As Tears Go By *
Do Wah Diddy Diddy * Every Day I Have the Blues * Fields of Gold * Hallelujah *
Hound Dog * Shower the People * Twist and Shout * and more.
250 Pages of Superbly Illustrated Guitar Lessons Over 200 World Class Playing
Tips & Secrets Practice Programs That Work Teach Yourself or Others in Private
& Group Lessons Compliments All Song Books & Teaching Methods
UNBELIEVABLE VALUE FOR MONEY For thousands of people this is - The
Ultimate Teach Yourself Guitar Book. It helped them to learn guitar - Faster Easier - & More Efficiently - than any other teaching method. Inside you will
discover your very own Complete, Individual & Personalised guitar learning
program. YOU WILL LEARN How To Play Rhythm Guitar How To Play Guitar
Rhythms In Perfect Time Easy Guitar Chords - Open Chords - Barre Chords The
40 Most Played Chords For Guitar How To Change Chords Fast And Much More!
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As well as inspiring you to play guitar, all your practice is pre-planned from start
to finish. That is The Key To Your Success. It also helps you to achieve in weeks,
what took many people years to learn. BETTER THAN A GUITAR TEACHER Yet
this is A Simple Book. Clear, Practical, & Easy To Follow. The author, Pauric
Mather has crafted each lesson so well, You Need No Knowledge Of Music
Whatsoever to learn to play guitar from from it. YOU'LL SEE YOURSELF
IMPROVING EVERY DAY And to make learning guitar even easier, everything is
Superbly Explained, and shown to you exactly as played by top guitarists.
(Guitar Educational). This comprehensive book/CD pack focuses on developing
your classic R&B rhythm and lead chops, with 18 progressive lessons covering a
variety of R&B styles and techniques. Teaches: soul, funk & doo-wop styles;
authentic riffs and licks; basic chord/scale thery; classic chord progressions; time
signatures; using added tones and chord varieties; syncopation; different song
forms; and more all in notes & tab. The CD contains 37 full-band tracks.
(Guitar Educational). The best in blues and blues-based licks, riffs and
techniques with a dose of historical perspective to put it all into place are
presented in this book. It includes standard notation and tab, plus online access
to 86 demonstration audio tracks. Lessons include: scales and target notes,
chord subsitution, open-string turnarounds, blues vamps, boogie-woogie
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alternatives, bottleneck blues, cool blues, 8-bar blues, Memphis soul, British
blues-rock, Delta blues, and more; plus artist-specific lessons on B.B. King, John
Lee Hooker, T-Bone Walker, and Freddie King.
(Guitar Method). This book teaches the techniques, licks, chords, scales and
strums you need to play rockabilly guitar. It shows you how to play rhythm & lead
for all kinds of rockabilly grooves, in the style of masters such as Carl Perkins,
Brian Setzer, Cliff Gallup, Buddy Holly, Scotty Moore and others. Instead of
learning exercises, you learn the classic rockabilly songs and solos that made the
genre come together in the first place. The 58-track CD will help you catch the
rhythms and nuances of the rockabilly style. Songs include: Be-Bop-A-Lula * Get
Rhythm * Honey Don't * Milk Cow Blues * No Particular Place to Go * Rock
Around the Clock * Rock This Town * Susie-Q * Train Kept A-Rollin' * and more!
(Guitar Method). Book 2 includes studies and songs in the keys of C, G, D, Em, and F,
syncopations and dotted rhythms, more advanced strums, the most common 1st
position chords, solos, bass runs and a variety of styles from bluegrass to blues-rock. A
great selection of traditional songs including: Simple Gifts * Mamma Don't 'Low * Roll in
My Sweet Baby's Arms * Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring * and many more.
"Learn & master Blues Guitar is for intermediate guitar players who want to learn how
to play blues chords, bends, riffs, solos and other famous blues playing techniques.
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TAB and traditional music notation combined with specialized ear-training exercises,
and interactive Jam-Along sessions add up to over eight hours of easy to understand
instruction. This is your key to becoming a well-rounded and highly skilled blues
guitarist."--Back of container.
(Guitar Method). Learn to play rhythm and lead rock guitar with the step-by-step
lessons and 70 great rock songs in this book/CD pack! The Hal Leonard Rock Guitar
Method is your complete guide to learning rock guitar. This book uses real rock songs
no corny nursery rhymes here! to teach you the basics in the style of Eric Clapton, the
Beatles, the Rolling Stones and many other top artists. Lessons include power chords,
riffs, scales, licks, string bending, vibrato, hammer-ons, pull-offs and slides, to name but
a few topics covered. Each chapter ends with a jam session that enables you to play
along to such rock classics as "Wild Thing," "Crossroads," and "Takin' Care of
Business." The accompanying CD includes 9 full-band tracks to make learning easier.
(Guitar Educational). As rhythm guitarist for blues legend Muddy Waters, Steady Rollin'
Bob Margolin has gained invaluable experience in the art of Chicago blues rhythm
guitar. And now in this exclusive and comprehensive book/DVD package, Bob Margolin
and blues author/historian Dave Rubin bring you the definitive instructional guitar
method on the subject, featuring loads of rhythm guitar playing examples to learn and
practice, covering a variety of styles, techniques, tips, historical anecdotes, and much
more. To top it off, every playing example in the book is performed on the
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accompanying DVD by Bob Margolin himself! The book also features a unique code to
access the same videos online for download or streaming!
(Guitar Educational). This comprehensive source for learning blues guitar is designed
to develop both your lead and rhythm playing. Blues styles covered include Texas,
Delta, R&B, early rock & roll, gospel and blues/rock. The book also features: 21
complete solos * blues chords, progressions and riffs * turnarounds * movable scales
and soloing techniques * string bending * utilizing the entire fingerboard * using 6ths *
chord-melody style * music notation and tab * audio with leads and full band backing *
video lessons * and more. This second edition now includes audio and video access
online! Online audio and video is accessed at halleonard.com/mylibrary
(Guitar Method). 7 guitar arrangements, including: Boot Scootin' Boogie * Country Girl
(Shake It for Me) * Cruise * Drink in My Hand * Folsom Prison Blues * Tennessee
Whiskey * Wagon Wheel.
(Guitar Tab Method). This is the guitar method students and teachers have been
waiting for. Learn barre chords with songs like "Stairway to Heaven" and "Drive My
Car," the minor scale with riffs by Eric Clapton and Iron Maiden, blues concepts with
songs by Stevie Ray Vaughan and T-Bone Walker, and much more. The method's
unique, well-paced, and logical teaching sequence will get students playing more easily
than ever before, and music from popular artists like Jimi Hendrix, Michael Jackson and
Ozzy Osbourne will keep them playing and having fun. Book three includes: easy-toPage 6/12
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follow guitar tablature * barre chords * minor scale * relative minor * Nashville
numbering system * 12-bar blues * blues scale * blues licks & turnarounds * 12/8 time *
add and sus chords * minor seventh chords * minor blues * variety of music styles *
nearly 80 riffs and songs * audio demos of every example * and much more. The price
of this book includes access to audio tracks online, for download or streaming, using
the unique code inside the book. Online audio is accessed at halleonard.com/mylibrary
Hal Leonard Guitar Method - Blues GuitarHal Leonard Corporation

(Guitar Educational). Take your playing to the next level with this comprehensive
jazz-blues guitar instructional book/CD pack. With 15 hands-on lessons you will
be immersed in the realm of jazz blues, learning to both improvise and comp with
full-band play-along CD tracks and step-by-step instruction. The well-planned
lesson style and organized design of this thorough source will have you jazzin'
the blues in no time!
A one-stop resource to the essentials of owning and playing the guitar If you’ve
just bought a guitar, or you’ve had one for a while, you probably know it takes
some time and effort to learn how to play the popular instrument. There’s so
much to know about owning, maintaining, and playing a guitar. Where do you
even begin? In Guitar All-in-One For Dummies, a team of expert guitarists and
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music teachers shows you the essentials you need to know about owning and
playing a guitar. From picking your first notes to exploring music theory and
composition, maintaining your gear, and diving into the specifics of genres like
blues and rock, this book is a comprehensive and practical goldmine of
indispensable info. Created for the budding guitarist who wants all their lessons
and advice in one place, the book will show you how to: Maintain, tune, and
string your guitar, as well as decipher music notation and guitar tablature
Understand guitar theory, sounds and techniques to help you learn new songs
and add your style to classic tunes Practice several popular genres of guitar
music, including blues, rock, and classical Access accompanying online video
and audio instructional resources that demonstrate the lessons you find in the
book Perfect for guitar players at any skill level, Guitar All-in-One For Dummies is
a must-have resource for anyone who wants to get the most out of their own
guitar and make great music.
(Guitar Method). The most thorough blues guitar book yet. Over 35 blues tunes
covering electric and rock blues, folk, fingerpicking and bottleneck blues, B.B.
King and Chuck Berry styles, jazzy blues and more. Plus positions, scales
chords, discographies and an overview of styles from Robert Johnson to George
Benson. Written in music tablature with chord grids. All tunes are played on the
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stereo cassette that comes with the book. 42-minute audio accompaniment.
A complete guide with lessons and acoustic songs.
This book taps into the history of great blues guitarists like B.B. King and Muddy
Waters. It teaches the guitarist blues accompaniments, bar chords and how to
improvise leads.
In addition to teaching you what you need to know about the guitar, we've
included lots of stuff you want to know - power chords, tablature, rock style, blues
style, strumming, scales and much more.
(Guitar Educational). Time to get excited about playing blues guitar! This book
provides time-tested lessons covering rhythms, leads, slide, fingerstyle, shuffles,
boogies and so much more. This is not a method book; you go straight to the
meat & potatoes of blues playing with tried & true phrases that you've heard on
countless songs by the biggest blues legends. This title also includes 78 audio
tracks so you can hear every example!
(Guitar Method). This book uses real country songs to teach you the basics of
rhythm and lead country guitar in the style of Chet Atkins, James Burton, Albert
Lee, Merle Travis, and many others. Lessons include: Chords, Scales and Licks *
Common Progressions and Riffs * Carter Style and Travis Picking * Steel Licks,
String Bending and Vibrato * Standard Notation and Tablature * and much more!
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Songs include: Could I Have This Dance * Green Green Grass of Home * I Fall to
Pieces * Satin Sheets * Yakety Sax * and more.
"The Hal Leonard Blues Guitar Method is your complete guide to learning blues guitar. This
book uses real blues songs to teach you the basics of rhythm and lead blues guitar in the style
of B.B. King, Stevie ray Vaughan, Buddy Guy, Eric Clapton, Muddy waters, and many
others."--Cover p. [4].
Guitarskole i Rhythm & blues
Guitarskole.
Provides beginning instruction including tuning, 1st position melody playing, C, G, G7, D7, and
Em chords, rhythms through eighth notes, solos and ensembles and strumming. Features a
chord chart, and traditional songs like: Amazing Grace ? Greensleeves ? and When the Saints
Go Marching In.
(Guitar Method). Book 2 includes studies and songs in the keys of C, G, D, Em, and F,
syncopations and dotted rhythms, more advanced strums, the most common 1st position
chords, solos, bass runs and a variety of styles from bluegrass to blues-rock. A great selection
of traditional songs including: Simple Gifts * Mamma Don't 'Low * Roll in My Sweet Baby's
Arms * Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring * and many more. Pages are cross-referenced for
supplements. FRENCH LANGUAGE EDITION.
(Guitar Method). Standard notation and tablature for 10 complete songs by artists including
Eric Clapton, B.B. King and Stevie Ray Vaughan. Titles include: Boom Boom * Born Under a
Bad Sign * I'm Your Hoochie Coochie Man * Killing Floor * Pride and Joy * Sweet Home
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Chicago * The Thrill Is Gone * and more.
(Guitar Educational). Expand your guitar knowledge with the Guitar Lesson Goldmine series!
Featuring 100 individual modules covering a giant array of topics, each lesson in this Blues
volume includes detailed instruction with playing examples presented in standard notation and
tablature. You'll also get extremely useful tips, scale diagrams, chord grids, photos, and more
to reinforce your learning experience plus 2 audio CDs featuring performance demos of all the
examples in the book! A huge variety of blues guitar styles and techniques are covered,
including: turnarounds, hammer-ons and pull-offs, slides, the blues scale, 12-bar blues, double
stops, muting techniques, hybrid picking, fingerstyle blues, and much more!
Play basic blues, shuffles, intros, turn around & leads.

(Guitar Method). The second book in our classic guitar method is now available digitally
with audio accompaniment! Book 2 includes studies and songs in the keys of C, G, D,
Em and F, syncopations and dotted rhythms, more advanced strums, the most common
1st position chords, solos and bass runs, and a variety of styles from bluegrass to bluesrock. Songs include: Simple Gifts * Mamma Don't 'Low * Roll in My Sweet Baby's Arms
* Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring * and more. Pages are cross-referenced for use with
supplementary songbooks.
(Guitar Educational). Focuses on developing rhythm playing chops via 21 progressive
lessons covering a variety of blues styles and techniques, including: basic theory and
blues rhythms; major and minor blues; 8th, 16th and triplet rhythms; extensions;
passing chords and chord fragments; lead-rhythm style; funky blues; jump blues; blues
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rock; and more. The book features standard notation and tab, and the CD includes 42
full-band tracks.
(Guitar Method). This book teaches the techniques, licks, chords, scales and strums
you need to play rockabilly guitar. It shows you how to play rhythm & lead for all kinds
of rockabilly grooves, in the style of masters such as Carl Perkins, Brian Setzer, Cliff
Gallup, Buddy Holly, Scotty Moore and others. Instead of learning exercises, you learn
the classic rockabilly songs and solos that made the genre come together in the first
place. The 58 audio tracks will help you catch the rhythms and nuances of the
rockabilly style. Songs include: Be-Bop-A-Lula * Get Rhythm * Honey Don't * Milk Cow
Blues * No Particular Place to Go * Rock Around the Clock * Rock This Town * Susie-Q
* Train Kept A-Rollin' * and more!
This value-priced pack contains everything a beginning electric or acoustic guitarist
needs to get started! It includes the Second Edition of the Level 1 book/CD pack in the
world-famous Hal Leonard Guitar Method, as well as the method's correlating DVD.
(Guitar Method). This comprehensive book/CD pack will help beginning to intermediate
guitarists master the techniques essential to becoming a great player. Lessons cover all
the basics clearly and in detail. The CD includes 92 tracks for demonstration and playalong. A perfect supplement to any guitar method!
In standard notation and staff tablature.
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